### Faculty involved in Applied Data Science Minor Committee

**ADS Minor Based In The Faculty**

- Roger French  
  Dept./School: EMSE/CSE  
  Domain: Energy/Man
- GQ Zhang  
  Dept./School: EECS/CSE  
  Domain: En/Man/Health
- Jim McGuffin-Cawley  
  Dept./School: EMSE/CSE  
  Domain: Man
- Alexis Abramson  
  Dept./School: EMAE/CSE  
  Domain: Energy
- Mark Chance  
  Dept./School: SysBio/SOM  
  Domain: Health
- Colin Drummond  
  Dept./School: Healthcare IT and Informatics/SON  
  Domain: Health
- Jagdip Singh  
  Dept./School: Design & Innovation/WSOM  
  Domain: Business
- Robin Dubin  
  Dept./School: Economics/WSOM  
  Domain: Economics
- William Mahnic  
  Dept./School: Finance/WSOM  
  Domain: Finance
- Jennifer Carter  
  Dept./School: EMSE/CSE  
  Domain: Manufacturing
- Chris Mihos  
  Dept./School: Astronomy/CAS  
- Jenny Brynjarsdottir  
  Dept./School: Statistics/MAMS  
  Domain: CrossCutting

**Representing Faculty From**

- Departments & Schools
- Supporting the ADS Minor

**Are defining the ADS Minor for approvals**

- New Cross-cutting and Domain specific courses
- Updating Syllabi for existing courses

**Developing DSA Curricula & Courses**

- DSCI Course Code Established
  - For cross listing ADS Minor classes
  - Among departments and schools